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Introduction
The decentralization of the Irish mints, enacted in the 1460s during the reign of Edward IV
and lasting until the accession of Richard III in 1483, yielded the most complex period of
Irish numismatic history. Coins were issued at Drogheda, Trim, Galway and Wexford for the
only time, in addition to activity at the older mints of Dublin, Waterford, Limerick and Cork.
A discussion of the political reasons for this activity, as well as an invaluable survey of surviving documentary evidence, was given by Ellis.1 A multitude of issues, many of innovative
design, were produced in this period. The exact chronology of the more distinctive (and rare)
coinages of the 1460s is by now quite well-understood; by contrast, a coherent and precise
dating of the many stylistically similar issues of the 1470s has not yet been attempted.
The first of the two main objectives of this article is to provide a precise chronology of the
common portrait penny issues of the 1470s. A glance at eBay, the Portable Antiquities Scheme,
or the UK Finds Database, will reveal these pennies to be amongst the commonest hammered
coins of Ireland or Britain, and so the question of their accurate dating is of importance to
the dating of archaeological contexts, above and beyond its intrinsic numismatic interest.
Because they were lighter than the contemporary English issues, the pennies were exported to
Britain in great quantities to be spent at a profit, where they are now being recovered by metal
detectorists. The sheer volume of finds in recent years means that a largely complete inventory
of penny issues by mint, with meaningful associated counts of extant specimens, has been
compiled by Burns,2 in a contribution of fundamental importance to the study of the series;
at the last count, over eighty different portrait issues across all the mints have been catalogued
in his work. It is not an exaggeration to say that without Burns’s catalogue and statistics, the
first objective of this article would be impossible.
The second main objective of this article is to argue, based on the surviving documentary
evidence, that pennies struck in the name of Edward from two different portrait punches
should be attributed to the reign of Edward V in 1483. Pennies were struck from both punches
in the name of Richard III also, so at the very least both must have been current working
punches during the reign of Edward V. One of the punches, used at the Dublin mint, has
already been identified by Burns, and attributed by him to Edward V; the discussion of this
punch here is intended to add further support to Burns’s attribution. The pennies of the
second punch, the suns and roses pennies of Drogheda in the name of Edward, are attributed
here to Edward V.
The focus of this article is on the mints of the Pale (Dublin, Drogheda, and Trim) and of
the city of Waterford. In the late fifteenth century the Pale was a small area of Ireland,
essentially Dublin and its hinterland, encompassing Drogheda to the north, and bounded by
Trim castle to the west, where English laws and cultural norms were enforced, and the English
language was used for communication. Beyond the Pale, the laws of the Anglo-Irish p
 arliament,
and the decrees and proclamations of the English king, were more or less ignored throughout
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much of Ireland,3 which remained predominantly Gaelic, culturally, legally and linguistically.
One major exception to this was the walled port city of Waterford, the second city of the
Norman lordship of Ireland, where the writ of the Anglo-Irish parliament ran, and which
gave its ultimate allegiance to the king of England as its feudal lord.
The masters and workers of these mints were committed members of Anglo-Norman
society. They worked at the centres of economic and military power of the lordship of Ireland,
and the product they manufactured, the coinage, was the most scrutinised and regulated of
their society. In return, they received a lucrative share of the profits of the mint, which they
shared with the king,4 as well as other powerful figures such as the Constable of Dublin Castle.5
They therefore had a strong interest in remaining compliant with the legal constraints placed
upon their activities, in addition to the fact that they were within easy reach of retribution.6 It
is therefore the chief principle of this article that a dating or attribution of the output of the
mints of the Pale and Waterford which assumes legal activity by the mints and their workers
is more likely than an alternative which relies upon, or assumes, illegal activity. The word
‘legal’ in this context is taken to mean compliant with the commands of the ruling king of
England, and, when not overruled thereby, with the most recent relevant statutes of the AngloIrish parliament. Thus, for example, a strong constraint in attempting to date the two portrait
punches known to have been used for pennies of all four mints in the 1470s is given by the fact
that only for a very brief period, from November 1478 to summer 1479, was the simultaneous
activity of all four mints sanctioned officially. Likewise, in attributing the coins in the name of
Edward from the punches of 1483, all of which were in breach of settled royal policy and
direct commands, which moreover had been complied with for four years, one is faced with
two alternatives. First, that in the absence of any broader political instability affecting the
lordship,7 the mint workers of Dublin and Drogheda should have simultaneously produced
issues which were, in different ways, in open contravention and direct defiance of royal
command. Or second, that they received news of the death of Edward IV, and in the absence
of instruction from the new boy-king or his regent, they reverted to production which was
compliant with the last relevant statute of the Anglo-Irish parliament. According to the
guiding principle articulated above, the second alternative should be preferred in the a ttribution
of these coins.
The diversity of this series reflects the political turmoil in the lordship of Ireland during the
Wars of the Roses, and subsequent attempts by Edward IV and (more successfully) Richard
III to assert control over the Irish mint. In establishing the chronology presented in this article, the view was taken that the series should be understood above all as the work of the mintmasters who implemented its production; and that the plethora of issues from the Pale and
Waterford is a direct result of the rapid succession of mintmasters throughout the period. One
may recognise readily that the most prized tools of these highly skilled artisans must have
been their portrait punches, as requiring the most skill to manufacture, as well as being the
most visible outward sign of that skill. By synchronising the various portrait punches used for
coins of different combinations of the four mints, with the chronologies of the careers of the
mintmasters of the period and the changing set of authorised mints, one may with confidence
associate a number of punches to specific mintmasters. From this, the dating of the coins
bearing the portrait follows. Some of the attributions so made are new; in some cases, new
3
A plea brought by Germyn Lynche before the Irish parliament concerning a matter in Limerick and Galway in 1476 is
brought in light of coment nuix viscounts sount en lez Countees de lymryk et Connaght ne nuix homes lerez p lez qux la ley du Roy
poet ester duhement execute (how there are no sheriffs in the counties of Limerick and Connacht nor any learned men by whom
the King’s law can be duly executed): Parliament Roll 16 & 17 Edward IV, 53; Morrissey 1939, 572.
4
For example, the coinage act of 1470 decreed that the king should receive nine per cent of the general bullion received for
coining by the mintmaster: Parliament Roll 10 Edward IV, 4, Berry 1914, 652.
5
Parliament Roll 19 & 20 Edward IV, 31; Morrissey 1939, 752.
6
There appear to be only two recorded indictments of workers at any of these mints in the period of this article, both for
striking underweight coins, and both in 1472. These offences occurred in the broader context of what was essentially a policy of
devaluation by stealth on the part of the lordship, and a strong conflict of interest for those in power who shared the mint profits.
One offence appears to have been more serious, or the perpetrator more dispensable.
7
Such as the rejection, in November 1478, by the lords of the Pale of Henry Grey, Edward’s appointee as Lord Deputy of
Ireland; or the coronation of Lambert Simnel in Christ Church cathedral, Dublin, as Edward VI of England in 1487.
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documentary evidence is applied in support of dating proposals which have been made before
on other grounds.
Because the methodology employed in this paper relies essentially on the synchronisation
of issues from official dies of the Dublin mintmaster used for production at the four controlled mints with the documentary evidence of the period it is inapplicable to the remaining
regional mints beyond the Pale, whose issues all appear to have been from local dies. Of these,
Galway and Limerick operated during the period of this paper with official sanction, and
coins from both have survived; Carlingford was authorised to coin, but no coins from there
are known; Cork, Youghal, Kinsale and Kilmallock operated illicitly, and were condemned
for it by statute in November 1472,8 and again (along with Limerick) in January 1477,9
although only coins of Cork have survived; and coins from Wexford have survived, but there
is no trace of the mint in the surviving documentary records. As there is no evidence that
Galway was included in any of the condemnations of illicit mints after its authorization to
coin was revoked, the unique Galway penny to have survived to the twentieth century (now
lost) should be dated to 1465−7. The issues of Limerick, Cork and Wexford seem to be
essentially undateable with any greater precision than to the period 1465−c.1478.10 The issues
of these mints will not be considered further here.
The duties of the Dublin mintmaster in the early 1460s are listed in the patent of Germyn
Lynche, issued on 6 August 1461, and confirmed by the Irish parliament which sat from
November 1463 to March 1464.11 The coinmaking career of the remarkable Lynche spanned
the period of this article;12 his patent lists the skills he already must have mastered in 1461, and
gives a good indication of what would have been expected of those whose tenures interspersed
his. He was made:
Wardeyn and Master worker of oure moneis and coignes within our Castell of Divelyn…and within the Castell of
Trim … and Graver of the pounsons of the said moneis and coignes … to make all our said moneis and coignes and
to do all thing that need or long thereto within the Towne of Galwey … to ordeyne and make all maner pounsons
Irnes graves and other instruments longyng or necessary to the said mints and every of them within our city of
London or in any other place to him most spedeful or best as oftentimes as nede shall require.

The mintmaster was thus required to be a highly skilled individual – a punch-engraver, a die
sinker,13 and a supplier of punches and dies to each mint authorized to issue. Such skills would
have been very rare, and highly prized, in a small population surrounded by a predominantly
Gaelic culture which had never placed any store on coin, and which still measured its wealth
in cattle.14
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The next two sections are largely
review material, discussing respectively the coinages of 1465−7 and the Doubles coinage of
the turbulent years 1467−70. Some new remarks on the activity of the Drogheda and Trim
mints in the period 1465−7 are made in the next section, as well as some on the numismatic
import of price controls legislated for by the Irish parliament in 1468 and 1470, in the following section, which also highlights some evidence of who the mint staff might have been in this
period. The main novelties of this paper are in the remaining four sections, which cover respectively 1470−5; 1475 to summer 1479; the suns and roses pennies of Dublin, summer 1479−1483;
and the portrait pennies of Edward V and Richard III of 1483.

Parliament Roll 12 & 13 Edward IV, 10; Morrissey 1939, 17
Parliament Roll 16 & 17 Edward IV, 21; Morrissey 1939, 490.
10
With the exception of a single pair of die-linked Cork groats, one in the name of Edward, the other of Henry; the latter
is the unique Irish coin known from the second reign of Henry VI (Dix Noonan Webb auction, 21 Mar. 2016, lot 890).
11
Parliament Roll 3 Edward IV, 32; Berry 1914, 111
12
He first appears in the record as an apprentice to the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths in London in 1441; see O’Neill
1988, 421.
8
9

At the time the word ‘coigne’ could mean either die or coin in the modern sense (OED).
The obituary of Domhnall Mac Gormáin, recorded in the Annala Rioghachta Eireann for the year 1484, describes him as
fear ro ba saidhbhre i nerinn a mbeótlus (the richest man in Ireland in livestock): O’Donovan 1851, IV, 1128.
13
14
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The coinage of autumn 1465 to December 1467
The coinage of 1465−7, often called the Heavy coinage, is by now largely understood. Burns
has attributed three different portrait punches to this coinage on stylistic grounds. Here a
brief review of the documentary record is given, with a further stylistic observation supporting Burns’s proposed punches. One further punch is attributed to this coinage here, following
Seaby 1970. A puzzle concerning the operations of the Drogheda mint in this period is highlighted, and some features of the pennies of the Trim mint of this coinage, in particular an
unusual and distinctive reverse mintmark, are discussed.
The coinage was authorized by act of the Irish parliament, which sat from August-November
1465. The act authorised Germyn Lynche to strike coin in the castles of Dublin and Trim, as
well as in Waterford, Limerick and Galway. Lynche’s skills as a punch-engraver or die-sinker
were not required for this issue, since the production of dies for use in Ireland was officially
reserved to the Tower, under William Hastings the London mintmaster, by his patent of 13
August 146415.
The weight of the coinage was specified in the act such that three shillings sixpence h
 alfpenny
farthing (10.6875 groats) should make an ounce, solonq le estandert del Tourre de London
(according to the standard of the Tower of London). At 450 Troy grains to the Tower ounce,
this implies an official weight of 42.1 Troy grains for a groat of this coinage, or 10.525 grains
= 0.68 grams for a penny.
All three punches attributed by Burns to this coinage appear on the most common issue,
Burns Du-1H, of the Dublin mint.16 This issue features extra pellets in two quadrants on the
reverse, a stylistic quirk uncommon in the Irish series but present in the heavy English issue of
1461−146417. Coin 1 is an example bearing Burns bust style A, and weighs 0.49 g. Coin 2 is

1

2

3

4

5
Fig. 1. Coins 1−5: Heavy coinage, Burns A (Dublin, Drogheda and Trim) and B (Drogheda, Trim)
Note: All illustrations are twice actual size.
Calendar of Patent Rolls 1461−67, 370−1.
The naming of issues throughout this article follows Burns 2016. The third Burns punch, C, may be punch B in a
reworked state (Burns 2016, 24), or in a different state of wear.
17
See for example PAS: GLO-201FC2.
15
16
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from the same portrait punch, but bears the mint signature of Drogheda; it is from the issue
Dr-3H, first proposed by Burns as a heavy coinage issue of this mint; it weighs 0.58 g. Coin 4
is a further example of this issue, from Burns punch B, weighing 0.47 g.18 These Drogheda
coins raise a puzzle, as no documentary evidence survives of the official authorization of mint
activities in Drogheda, until the Doubles coinage of 1467; this lack of evidence requires some
explanation. Perhaps Drogheda was omitted from the 1465 act by oversight, and subsequently
authorized by Irish patent or unenrolled statute, in records which did not survive the Four
Courts fire of 1922, or were otherwise lost. The remaining alternative – that the Burns punches
A and B should not be assigned to the Heavy coinage at all – appears to be very problematic.
Punches A and B were used at Trim (coin 3, weight 0.46 g, and 5, weight 0.43 g), and also at
Waterford (Burns W-2H); with the exception of the Doubles coinage, simultaneous mint
activity at Dublin, Drogheda, Trim and Waterford was only sanctioned officially for a brief
period from November 1478 to summer 1479, immediately before the Suns and Roses coinage,
when punches and dies were engraved in Ireland. It seems very much less likely, on stylistic
and weight grounds, that the extensive issues from the Burns punches A and B in fact date to
the same brief window in the late 1470s as at least one other lighter and stylistically very different issue from a different punch (to be discussed below, p. 117). While the invocation of lost
records for Drogheda issues from 1465−7 is clearly unsatisfactory, and requires the attribution
of an issue to a period for which there is no documentary evidence of the authority of all its
issuing mints to do so, it should be borne in mind that the decentralisation of mint activity
was the definite policy of the 1460s, culminating in 1467 (the policy was to be reversed, with
great effort, in the 1470s, when its consequences became clear). In this context the extension
of mint authorization to the important Pale port of Drogheda would have been in line with
the spirit, if not the wording, of the 1465 statute, and may well have happened a little later
without great official fanfare. In all probability the Tower would have supplied the dies for the
Pale (at least) to Dublin castle, which would then have made the local arrangements to distribute them securely to the regional mints. The use of the official obverse die by the Drogheda
moneyers who struck coins 2 and 4, means that they must have operated with the approval of,
at least, the Dublin administration. The unusual nature of the Drogheda reverse, with a central rose, suggests the reverse dies for Drogheda may have been of Dublin or Drogheda manufacture, muled with a Tower obverse.
Some features of the Trim coins, the first penny issues of the Trim mint, warrant discussion.
Both the specimens above, though on comparatively broad flans, are badly underweight. Coin
3 is from the same dies as lot 107 of Whyte’s Millennial auction, 29 April 2000 (on which the
mint signature is unambiguously legible), as is UKDFD 49426; these three specimens from a
single pair of dies are the only Trim pennies known to the author from punch A.19 The punch
appears to have been nearing the end of its life when it was used to make this die; the prongs
on each side of the crown have broken, the jewels have almost been lost, the hair on the left
side is decaying, and the eyelashes are deformed, or possibly re-punched directly into the die.
An interesting and unusual feature of coins 3 and 5 is that the sparse, 11-letter VILLA DE
TRIM mint signature is padded in the second quadrant with an elaborate reverse mintmark;
of the specimens known to the author, this mark is best seen on UKDFD 49426. The mark
appears only in this position of the mint signature and only in conjunction with punches A
and B at Trim, and so should be taken as diagnostic of a penny of that mint from the 1465−7
coinage. Its form is obscure, although it is consistent with a minute depiction of a lion rampant.
The lion rampant is the heraldic device of the de Lacy family, the original founders of Trim
castle.20
18
A coin from this punch is given as the plate coin for this coinage by Dowle and Finn, 1969, 30, no. 125, and Colgan 2003,
46, fig. 36.
19
From the pattern of wear to the punch visible in detail on the last of these three, it is almost certain that this punch is the
same as Burns punch J (given by him to the post-1470 coinages) of Trim and Waterford. The progressive decay of the punch for
the minor mints would be consistent with the Tower die-sinkers making the requisite number of dies for each mint in order of
their economic importance.
20
Whilst it is true that the castle was no longer controlled by the de Lacys in 1465, many members of the family still lived
in Trim, as they do to this day; the author counts among his personal acquaintance a de Lacy who was born and raised there.
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6
Fig. 2.

7
Coins 6−7: Heavy coinage, Dublin, Drogheda

There is one other punch which, on stylistic grounds and weight grounds, though with the
same caveats around the operation of the Drogheda mint, appears likely to belong to the
period 1465−1467. It is illustrated from coin 6 (of Dublin) and 7 (of Drogheda). These rare
issues have been catalogued by Burns as Du-31 and Dr-1 respectively; three other rare issues,
one of Dublin and two of Drogheda, are also recorded by Burns from this punch, Du-1,
Dr-28, and Dr-35 respectively; Burns assigns these issues to the period 1470−9. A specimen
from this punch from Waterford is illustrated by Dolley21 and Colgan,22 assigned by them to
the light, post-1473 coinage. A Dublin coin from this punch is given in the 2015 Spink catalogue as the plate coin for the 1465−7 coinage;23 a Drogheda coin from this punch is given
therein as the plate coin for that mint for the 1473−8 coinage.24 The plate coin for the 1465−7
coinage in Seaby 1970,25 as well as the Spink 2003 catalogue,26 is from this punch. The author
knows of no specimens from this punch from Trim. The weights of these coins are 0.58 and
0.43 g respectively; stylistically they appear to be similar to coins 4 and 5. It is true that dating
on purely stylistic grounds is necessarily somewhat speculative, and it is possible that these
issues date to the period 1475−9, when the Dublin, Drogheda and Waterford mints were
authorized simultaneously. Burns records that another Drogheda coin from this punch also
weighs 0.58 g, which is thus a second specimen from this punch which weighs over 10 per cent
more than the weight standard of 1473−9; the Waterford specimen illustrated by Dolley and
Colgan likewise appears to be relatively heavy, as it is struck on a virtually full flan. In light of
this weight evidence, and the stylistic similarity to coins 4 and 5, the attribution to the period
1465−7 appears to be more likely.
The Doubles coinage, December 1467−November 1470
The Doubles coinage was issued during, and was itself a manifestation of, a period of great
instability for the lordship. It was authorized by act of parliament in December 146727 at the
mints of Dublin, Trim, Drogheda, Waterford, Limerick, Galway and Carlingford; extant
examples are known only from the Pale. Much of Anglo-Norman Ireland, Munster in particular, was in open rebellion during its period of issue, so the absence of specimens from
beyond the Pale is unsurprising. The weight was set at 10 double groats to a Tower ounce, or
45 Troy grains to the double groat. Sometime during this period, the responsibility for production of punches and dies for the Irish coinage was restored to Ireland from the Tower; Hasting’s
indenture of 2 March 1469 makes no reference to the Irish coinage.28 The coins were spectacular, with a large radiant sun on the reverse, as specified in the act, with the express purpose
of marking the coins as unmistakeably Irish; but the act also specified a drastic 50 per cent
devaluation of the Irish currency, valuing a double groat at eight Irish pence, and further spec21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Dolley, 1972, 29, fig (c).
Colgan, 2003, 58, fig. 40.
Skingley 2015, 148, no. 6311.
Skingley 2015, 152, no. 6369.
Seaby 1970, 37, no. 4323.
Spink 2003, 133, no. 6323.
Parliament Roll 7 & 8 Edward IV, 9; Berry 1914, 442.
Calendar of Patent Rolls 1467−77, 138−9.
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ifying that all other coin was to be dampnes et adnulles from Easter 1468. The coinage was
introduced by Edward’s lieutenant deputy in Ireland, John Tiptoft, the earl of Worcester, and
the fuigheall mallacht fear nereann (wreck of the curses of the men of Ireland)29 of the Gaelic
annalists. He arrived late in 1467, and in February 1468 he caused the head of his immediate
predecessor, Thomas FitzGerald, the seventh Earl of Desmond, to be struck off summarily;
an act regarded by contemporary observers, from the annalists30 to Richard III,31 as judicial
murder. Later in 1468, in his Act of Resumption,32 he reclaimed all offices and grants of any
kind whatsoever made in Ireland on the authority of the king of England to himself, with a
long list of specific exceptions. Two of these are of numismatic interest; one confirms William
Grampe and Thomas Barby in their grant of land and tenements in Ballymargy (Baile an
Mhargaidh/Town of the Market); the other refers, with no details, to a pardon and letters
patent made to Patrick Keyne by the king. As records survive of these three being placed
officially in control of the Dublin mint in late 1470 (see below, p. 112) this evidence offers a
hint that they may already have been active in their positions in 1468; the Town of the Market
may have contained an exchange, for example. Also, as he is not amongst the named exceptions,
Lynche certainly lost his mastership by the terms of this act, if he had not already done so.
Tiptoft left Ireland late in 146833 but retained his powers as lieutenant deputy, becoming
lieutenant for Ireland in his own right in March 1470. He lost his own head on Henry VI’s
restoration, and his downfall led to the demonetisation of the doubles, and the explicit
abandonment of the policy of devaluation, by act of the Irish Parliament in November 1470.34
Due to their demonetisation the coins are now extremely rare.
Documentary evidence of numismatic relevance is sparse from late 1468 to autumn 1470;
the Irish parliament did not sit throughout 1469 and much of 1470. It is perhaps not surprising that little was committed to parchment during Tiptoft’s lieutenancy. Numismatic evidence
from July 1469 has been highlighted recently by Symons35. A contract involving Henry O’Neill
of Tyrone shows that the current money of the lordship was then valued at 5d to a pre-1464
English groat (of 60 grains) in Gaelic Ireland. As discussed by Symons, two possibilities
consistent with this evidence are that either Tiptoft’s devaluation was ignored beyond the Pale,
or that production of a revalued English-style issue had already commenced at that time. The
documents are dated to before the revaluation and demonetisation in November 1470, but
certainly after the restoration of the power to produce dies to Ireland. The second possibility
would allow a window for the production of some of the puzzling issues of Drogheda highlighted above, as by then the mint had certainly operated with official sanction since 1467. The
fact that Tiptoft was no longer in Ireland in 1469 makes it a little more likely that the mints
might have dared to cease production of doubles, and reverted to the cross and pellets reverse
instead.
Further evidence of the contemporary valuation of doubles is given by statutes of the Irish
parliament. Amidst clear signs of economic distress from 1468 to 1470,36 the parliament
legislated for price and export controls on leather goods in February 1468,37 when a double
groat was valued at 8 pence, then again for price controls on the same leather goods (amongst
many others) in November 1470, when a double groat had just been revalued to four pence.38
In the 1468 act, the price of a tanned hide, a pair of fine shoes, and a pair of women’s shoes
were set respectively to 20d., 4d., and 2d. In the 1470 act, the prices of the same commodities
were set to 20d., 4d., and 2½d. This apparently baffling evidence should perhaps not be read
Less idiomatically, he who was heaped with their curses, to his destruction: O’Donovan 1851, IV, 1068.
O’Donovan 1851, IV, 1052.
31
Gilbert 1865, 387.
32
Parliament Roll 7 & 8 Edward IV, 48; Berry 1914, 528.
33
Gilbert 1865, 391.
34
Parliament Roll 7 & 8 Edward IV, 4; Berry 1914, 653.
35
Symons 2014.
36
Such as prohibitions on the hoarding of grain, or speculating thereon, in November 1468: Parliament Roll 7 & 8 Edward
IV, 76; Berry 1914, 628.
37
Parliament Roll 7 & 8 Edward IV, 24; Berry 1914, 472.
38
Parliament Roll 10 Edward IV, 5; Berry 1914, 656.
29
30
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to imply complete financial confusion on the part of the lordship; this was a society which
understood very well that a coin was only as good as its silver content, and, given the vast
contemporary cattle-herds, was well aware of the value of a hide. Rather, it may have been that
while paying legal lip-service to Tiptoft’s arbitrary diktat, prices continued to be quoted in the
only unit which made sense as a proxy for the value of silver, the English penny. In this light
the acts could be viewed as an example of enlightened medieval monetary policy, targeting
low but non-zero inflation.
Second and third Cross and Pellets coinages, 1470−1475
The second Cross and Pellets coinage of Edward IV was authorized by act of the Irish
parliament on 26 November 1470,39 just after Henry VI’s restoration to the throne; the great
political uncertainty is reflected in the extraordinary instructions for the obverse inscription
of the groat specified in the act: Edwardus dei gratia Rex Anglie & dominus hibernie, ou le non
de ascun aultre Roy pour le temps asteaunt (Edward by the grace of God king of England and
lord of Ireland, or the name of any other King for the time being). The inscription for the
penny was prescribed to be the same as the groat, so far as they could be contained therein,
according to the discretion of the mintmaster.40 The weight standard was essentially the same,
indeed marginally heavier, than that of 1465; it was set at 11 groats to the Troy ounce, or 43.64
Troy grains to the groat, equivalent to a weight of 0.71 grams for a penny. Production was
restricted by the statute to Dublin, Trim and Drogheda. As no Irish penny is known from
Henry VI’s second reign, production presumably did not commence until April 1471; though
it is possible that the staunchly Yorkist Pale simply ignored the restoration of Henry VI.
On 18 October 1470, the day of Tiptoft’s execution, Thomas Barby and William Grampe
were appointed jointly to the mastership of the mints at Dublin, Trim and Drogheda,41 with
Patrick Keyn appointed as undermaster on 8 December 1470. Barby was an experienced
mintmaster, who was certainly responsible for the untitled crown coinage of the early 1460s,
and quite possibly for the Cross-on-Rose coinage as well, in the traditional view which dates
this coinage to before 1464. It appears that Grampe had little knowledge of, or involvement
in, the day-to-day running of the mint; in an act of the Irish parliament in late December
1472/early January 1473,42 following Barby’s death, Grampe was pardoned the offence of
striking underweight and debased coins, while Keyn, the surviour soubmaister (supervisor
undermaster), was blamed. In early 1473, Lynche was indicted for striking underweight coin,
at Drogheda in particular,43 where he struck at only 75 per cent of the prescribed weight; he
was pardoned the offence. It is notable that there was a close personal connection between the
two men; Keyn was Lynche’s third (and last) apprentice goldsmith in London, starting in
1460.44
In early July 1473, a further act of parliament authorized the third, or ‘light’ Cross and
Pellets coinage.45 The weight standard was set at 14 groats to the Tower ounce, or 32.14 Troy
grains to the groat, equivalent to a weight of 0.52 grams for a penny. Germyn Lynche was
re-appointed to the mastership of the mint, with Philip Brentwood named as one of the chief
undermasters, and production was restricted to Dublin only; this restriction would persist

Parliament Roll 10 Edward IV, 4; Berry 1914, 652.
It has sometimes been suggested that the pennies of this issue may be distinguished by the use of the King’s English style
in the obverse inscription, ‘Edwardus Rex Ang Z Fr’ or similar; however, this inscription is inconsistent with the specification of
the act, while the standard ‘Edward DG Dns Hyber’ or similar is compliant. The only Irish pennies of Edward IV the author has
seen that use the English style are some of Limerick, and the late Suns and Roses issue of Keyting, see p. 120 below.
41
Parliament Roll 11 & 12 Edward IV, 65; Berry 1914, 842−5.
42
Parliament Roll 11 & 12 Edward IV, 65; Berry 1914, 842−5.
43
Ellis 1978, 25; also Simon 1810, 27.
44
O’Neill 1988, 421.
45
Parliament Roll 12 & 13 Edward IV, 59; Morrissey 1939, 128.
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until late July 1475.46 On 20 August 1474, Lynche was replaced as mintmaster by Richard
Heron, a London merchant, who was to hold office until sometime in or before January 1476.47
Given this documentary evidence, a number of issues may now be attributed to specific
mintmasters of this period. The period November 1470−July 1473 was the only time during
the period 1465−1483 that production was restricted officially to the three Pale mints of
Dublin, Drogheda and Trim only. Furthermore, the period July 1473−July 1475 was the only
time from 1465 until the Suns and Roses coinage of 1479 that production was restricted officially to Dublin only. It follows therefore that if a portrait punch can be identified that is used
on coins of Dublin, Drogheda and Trim only, then this punch may be attributed with confidence to the period November 1470−July 1473. Such a punch is identified below, and attributed to Thomas Barby. Likewise, a punch used only on a common Dublin issue may be
attributed with confidence to the period July 1473−July 1475. In fact, it will be argued below
that there are two very common issues of Dublin which should be attributed to this period,
one to the mastership of Lynche, and the other to Heron. The fact that these Dublin issues are
so common is to be expected, since in this period the Dublin mint must have increased production to meet the coinage needs of the entire lordship, compensating for the closure of the
regional mints. In addition, on grounds of weight, as well as stylistic and privy-mark continuity, other less common issues will be assigned to this period as well. The full dating argument
for these issues will now be given.
The coins 8, 9 and 10, of Drogheda, Dublin and Trim, show a portrait punch unobserved
in the literature, which the author has identified on coins of these mints only.48 The crown is
jewelled, and of style similar to that of Burns bust B, of coins 4 and 5 above. All three coins
have a reverse quatrefoil with central pellet. They are respectively of type Dr-9, Du-11b, and
T-2. These coin types are all quite scarce – respectively three, nine and five specimens in Burns.
This portrait punch is attributed here to Barby, and the coins struck from it to the period
October 1470−December 1472. Further circumstantial evidence in favour of this attribution
is given by the fact that the coins display an unusual breakdown in quality control at the mint;
the break to the crown punch, already visible on coin 8, deteriorates progressively and badly
on coins 9 and 10. This is consistent with the absence of an experienced mintmaster, with the
skills to engrave a new portrait punch, in the period around or after Barby’s death. One might

8

9

10
Fig. 3.

Coins 8−10, Barby’s punch of 1470−2, Drogheda, Dublin, Trim

Parliament Roll 15 & 16 Edward IV, 5; Morrissey 1939, 246.
Ellis 1978, 25−6.
48
If its attribution given here is correct, then no specimens from this punch will be found with another mint signature. The
attribution of coin 10 is based on the combination of no obverse marks, with a reverse quatrefoil and central pellet, corresponding to Burns T-2 of Trim but unknown for Drogheda, as well as the sparse VIL-LA- signature, standard to Trim but unknown to
the author post-1470 for Drogheda. UKDFD 37394 is another coin from Trim from the same punch (in a less broken state),
where the entire mint signature is legible.
46
47
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imagine Keyn the undermaster watching as Barby’s
punch broke progressively, and he lacking the skills to
replace it. Furthermore, the die of coin 9 is made
carelessly, above and beyond the punch flaw; there is
a gap between crown and forehead. The coins are
light, at 0.50 and 0.41 g respectively for the Drogheda
and Dublin specimens, though the Drogheda coin has
been heavily clipped. The lightness of the coins is not
Fig. 4. Coin 11: Undermaster’s replacement inconsistent with the documentary evidence of the
of Barby’s punch, late 1472/early 1473, Dublin
period to which they are here attributed, given Keyn’s
condemnation for the striking of underweight coins.
Coin 11 is also of Dublin, and shows the same marks – pellets over crown, reverse quatrefoil
with central pellet – as coin 9. However, the portrait is from a different, and notably cruder,
punch. This issue is attributed to late 1472/early 1473, and is interpreted as a less-skilled
undermaster’s attempt to replace Barby’s portrait punch. The coin, though chipped, weighs
0.55 g, so when first made it would have been quite close in weight to the official standard.
This issue, Du-11a, is quite scarce, with six specimens in Burns; he has noted that another
scarce issue, Du-2 (four specimens), with the same markings as coin 11 but without the pellets
over the crown, is from the same punch, and has proposed, on grounds of weight, that coins
from this punch belong to the period 1470−3; the same conclusion is arrived at here independently, in dating them to 1472/3. The comparatively high weight of these coins is consistent with their attribution here to an undermaster immediately succeeding Keyn; given his
predecessor’s condemnation, such an individual would be expected to be particularly scrupulous in striking coins of the correct weight.
Coins 12, 13 and 14 are of Drogheda, Dublin and Dublin, and weigh 0.59, 0.64 and 0.49 g
respectively. The portrait punch of these coins has been recognised by Burns as his style G. It
always appears in conjunction with a reverse quatrefoil. The stylistic and privy-mark continuity of coins 8 and 12 is obvious. Likewise, coins of Trim of the same type as coin 10, with no
obverse marks and a reverse quatrefoil with central pellet, are known from this punch also.49
Coin 13 is the heaviest coin considered in this paper, and with suns by the crown, is of a type
unrecorded previously in the literature. It is rare, with only one other specimen known to the
author. That said, the marks are clearly related to those of Coin 14, which is of type Du-22,
and is one of the commonest types of the whole series, with over 100 specimens known to

12

13

14
Fig. 5. Coins 12−14: Lynche’s punch, Drogheda and Dublin, January−July 1473; and Dublin, July 1473−August
1474
49

For example, the T-2 plate coin in Burns 2016, 71.
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Burns. The dating proposed for these coins is as follows.
Following Barby’s death and Keyn’s disgrace by the
end of 1472, the most highly skilled and experienced
mint worker in Ireland was Germyn Lynche. It seems
possible that he would have been re-instated unofficially as mintmaster from early 1473, prior to his
official confirmation by parliament in July; his indictment for striking underweight coin implies he must
have been working before July 1473, since it refers to Fig. 6. Coin 15: Heron’s punch, August
his activities at Drogheda. The Burns G punch, of 1474−July 1475
coins 12, 13, and 14, is attributed here to him. Coin
12, of type Dr-9 from this punch, as well as the Trim coins T-2 from this punch, are thus
assigned to the period January−July 1473, between Keyn’s disgrace and the restriction of mint
activity to Dublin only. The brief time window allowed for these issues by the documentary
evidence is consistent with their scarcity, and the heavy weight of coin 12 is consistent with its
being issued before the lighter standard of July 1473. The very high weight of coin 13 implies
that it should be assigned to this period as well. The extremely common, and lighter, coin 14
is attributed to the period July 1473−August 1474, when all Irish coin production was restricted
to the Dublin mint under Lynche.
The appointment of the English goldsmith Richard Heron as Irish mintmaster on 20
August 147450 was a direct attempt by Edward IV to assert control over the mint. His tenure
coincided with the period when the Dublin mint alone was entitled to coin. One would therefore expect to find in the series at least one, stylistically distinct, common issue, confined
entirely to Dublin. There is one stand-out candidate for Heron’s issue, meeting all these criteria – Burns Du-6a, of which coin 15 is an example, weighing (for the type, an unusually heavy)
0.57 g. It is very common, with over 100 specimens recorded by Burns. According to this
chronology, it is this issue which introduced the mark of the pellets by neck to the series. As
the mark of the centralised issue of the King’s direct appointment, it was to become a c ommon
feature of the series thereafter.
Third Cross and Pellets coinage, 1475–summer 1479
In July 1475, the mints of Drogheda and Waterford were re-authorized officially, along with a
simultaneous prohibition on illegal mint activity: Et que toutz Myntes deins cest terre cessent
forsprise taunt soulment diuelin Drogheda et Waterford (And that all mints in this land shall
cease save only Dublin Drogheda and Waterford).51 Waterford pennies of this coinage struck
from official dies from the Dublin mintmaster’s punches should therefore be dated at least to
after July 1475. By January 1476 Brentwood, Lynche’s colleague from 1473, was mintmaster.52
Richard Heron was meanwhile appointed to be ‘captain, lieutenant and victualler’ of
Carrickfergus castle on 11 April 1476,53 a post to which he was re-confirmed for a further year
on 14 October.54 By the feast of the Trinity (c. May) 1477 Lynche was again mintmaster.55 On
8 September 1478, the Irish parliament legislated to allow him to move around, and coin
wherever he saw fit:
Q en taunt q Germyn lynche … ne poet my ester continuelment demurraut en un lieu. Enacte estable et ordeine est
… q il soit leell al dit Germyn et sez seruantes de striker forger et coigne en touz tilx lieux q plest al dit Germyn/
That inasmuch as Germyn Lynche … cannot continually dwell in one place: it is enacted established and ordained
… that it be lawful for the said Germyn and his servants to strike, forge and coin … in all such places as it pleases
the said Germyn.
50
51
52
53
54
55

Calendar of Patent Rolls 1467−77, 468.
Parliament Roll 15 & 16 Edward IV, 5; Morrissey 1939, 256.
Ellis 1978, 25−6.
Calendar of Patent Rolls 1467−77, 583.
Calendar of Patent Rolls 1467−77, 596.
Ellis 1978, 25−6.
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This lax state of affairs was not allowed to continue; on 15 September the king appointed
Thomas Galmole, alias Archebold, as mintmaster.56
The appointment of Galmole coincided with the arrival in Ireland of Henry Lord Grey,
appointed by Edward as Lord Deputy, in place of Gerald FitzGerald, the eighth Earl of
Kildare, and the ‘uncrowned king of Ireland’ of popular history. Under his leadership, the
Old English lords of the Pale refused to accept Grey’s authority, withholding the great seal
and establishing a rival parliament; James Keyting, the prior of Kilmainham and Constable
of Dublin Castle, refused Grey entry to the castle.57 Grey convened a separate parliament at
Trim, which met on 6 November 1478; it confirmed Galmole as mintmaster, and prescribed a
new great seal to be engraved by him, with vne difference de vne rose en chescun partie del
mesme accordaunt al comaundement le Roy al Meistier del minte en ele parte directe (with a
difference of a rose in each part of the same according to the King’s mandate in this behalf
directed to the Master of the mint).58 The parliament also granted Grey or his officers the
authority to coin in the castle of Trim.59 This authorization is interesting in that it is documentary evidence of the final window of operation of the Trim mint, from late 1478, until the
king’s prohibition of all mints except Dublin, in summer 1479.

16

17

18
Fig. 7. Coins 16−18: Burns H, Dublin, and I, Dublin, Drogheda; July 1475−May1477; Heron and/or Brentwood

From the documentary evidence above, the chronology of issues of this period is now proposed to be as follows. Coin 16 is from Dublin, with pellets by neck, and an example from the
scarce portrait punch identified by Burns as his type H; it is known from Dublin and Drogheda
only.60 Coin 17 is a Dublin penny with pellets by neck, from the portrait punch identified by
Burns as his style I. It is also known from Dublin and Drogheda only; coin 18 is a specimen
from the latter mint. These coins weigh 0.42, 0.42, and 0.50 g respectively. These punches are
the only two in the series known from these two mints only. It will be argued below that in the
period July 1475−May 1477 the Waterford mint was producing local issues. Taking this for
granted for now, coins bearing portraits from these punches are attributed to the period July
1475−May 1477. This attribution is consistent with the fact that both punches appear with the
pellets by neck mark, as well as the weight of the coins. It is possible, due to its relative scarcity, that the punch of coin 16 may date to the last few months of Heron’s mastership, from

Ellis 1978, 26.
Parliament Roll 18 Edward IV, 12; Morrissey 1939, 664−5.
Parliament Roll 18 Edward IV, 11; Morrissey 1939, 664−5.
59
Parliament Roll 18 Edward IV, 13; Morrissey 1939, 670−1.
60
The Drogheda coins from this punch have a reverse rose, and are often confused with the heavy issues represented by
coins 2 and 4.
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July 1475 to January 1476, or before; and that the relatively more common punch of coins 17 and 18 may
be due to Brentwood, and the period January 1476−
May 1477.
Coin 19 is a Waterford penny with obverse saltires
from the punch attributed to Lynche. It weighs 0.49 g.
This issue – W-27 – is then dated to the period May
1477−September 1478, corresponding to the period
when Lynche’s tenure as mintmaster coincided with Fig. 8. Coin 19: Lynche’s punch, Waterford,
the official authorization of mint activities in May 1477−September 1478
Waterford. There is a Dublin issue from this punch
with obverse saltires (Du-27) and both saltires by neck and mullets by crown (Du-30), an
amalgam of the marks of this coin and that of coin 14. By the coincidence of the portrait
punch and privy marks of these coins with those of the Waterford issue represented by coin
19, the issues Du-27 and Du-30 are again attributed to Lynche, and dated to the period May
1477−September 1478. The best explanation for the combined marks of the rare issue Du-30
is that it is from the very first set of dies that Lynche used on re-assuming the mastership in
May 1477. Such a die would arise naturally if he modified the last set of dies (with mullets by
crown) from his previous term of office by punching in the saltires by neck as a sign of his new
tenure, before adopting the saltires as his privy mark for his 1477−8 term of office consistently
thereafter.

20
Fig. 9.

21

Coins 20−21: Galmole’s punch, Drogheda, Dublin, September 1478−summer 1479

Coins 20 and 21 are of Drogheda and Dublin, and are from the portrait punch identified by
Burns as his style E. They weigh 0.51 and 0.46 g respectively. This punch, and the punch
attributed to Lynche, are the only two punches in the post-1467 series used at all of the mints,
in Dublin, Drogheda, Trim and Waterford. The chronology of Lynche’s punch, and in particular how it came to be used at all these four mints, has been articulated. To explain the use
of the Burns E punch at the quartet of controlled mints, it must be
assigned to Galmole, the mintmaster during the only period in the decade 1470−80 when
activity at all four mints was authorized simultaneously. The punch is known to have been
used in conjunction with pellets by neck for Dublin, Drogheda and Waterford (types Du-5,
Dr-5, Dr-6, and W-5 respectively). The Trim issue from this punch, T-1, has no special marks.
With this identification, all the issues from this punch
are dated to the period September 1478−summer
1479.
Coin 22 is a Trim penny of crude local style,61
hitherto unrecorded as such. It weighs 0.41 g. All
other Trim pennies known to the author are from an
‘official’ punch, shared with other mints. The general
appearance of this coin, and in particular the curled
prongs of the crown, suggest an attempt to copy the Fig. 10. Coin 22: Trim penny, local dies,
appearance of the punch of coins 20 and 21, attributed November 1478−summer 1479
61
This is UKDFD 20310, where it is identified as Irish; another coin from this punch is UKDFD 42775, though its mint
signature is indeterminate.
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to Galmole. This coin is attributed to a small, improvised issue, modelled crudely on Galmole’s
official dies, from sometime during Grey’s occupation of Trim castle. This coin is therefore
dated to within a few months of November 1478.
The only official central punches the author has seen used on coins of Waterford, and not
already attributed to the period 1465−7, are those attributed above to Lynche and Galmole.
Therefore, in the period July 1475−May 1477, after mint activity was sanctioned there but
before Lynche re-assumed the mastership, the Waterford moneyers must have used local
punches and dies. Indeed, a number of local issues of Waterford are known to exist, some of
elaborate style; all these issues are then dated here to July 1475−May 1477. Waterford was the
unique named exception to the blanket condemnation of all Munster mints – in particular,
Limerick and Cork − and demonetisation of their coins, by statute of January 1477.62 The
appearance of the first coins from the centralised dies of Lynche shortly after would fit well
with this dating, with the Waterford mint, after its reprieve, being nonetheless brought under
closer central control.
This section is concluded with some remarks on Germyn Lynche’s remarkable, staccato
career, over two decades; a career which should be understood in the context of the king’s
struggle with the Anglo-Irish lords for control of the Irish mint. When not employed at the
mint, O’Neill has revealed that he sailed as a ship’s master, voyaging to Bristol, Portugal,
Spain and Iceland.63 His name is distinctively of the Sean-Ghaill, the Old English who came
with the first wave of the Anglo-Norman occupation of Ireland in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. While Dolley describes him, without citation, as a native of Drogheda,64 his name
was, and still is, strongly associated with Galway;65 that Lynche was from Galway, or at the
very least had strong connections there, is implied by the otherwise inexplicable provision of
his patent of 1461, authorising him to coin in Dublin, Trim, and Galway, ignoring the more
economically significant centres of Drogheda and Waterford, as well as Cork and Limerick;
furthermore, his plea of October 1476 revealed him to be the owner of a house with outbuildings in Galway, worth more than the princely sum of 200 marks.66 In the fifteenth century the
Lynches were one of the oligarchy of merchant families, or Tribes, who gave the city its epithet.
Due to his Old English heritage, Lynche must have been the preferred mintmaster of the
Anglo-Irish lords; the succession of other mintmasters whose tenures interspersed his career
– Barby, Hastings, Heron, Brentwood, Galmole – appear to have been chosen by the king to
assert closer control from London over the Irish mint. It is suggestive, and a self-consistent
feature of the punch attribution proposed here, that the pellets-by-neck privy marks are found
in conjunction with the portrait punches attributed to Heron, Brentwood, and Galmole, but
never with the punch attributed to Lynche; it is consistent with the political circumstances of
the 1470s that the Anglo-Irish mintmaster should refuse to use the privy marks symbolic of
English control of the Irish mint.
The Suns and Roses coinage of Dublin, summer 1479–March 1483
Following Grey’s failure to assert his authority, FitzGerald was re-appointed as Lord Deputy
in summer 1479. In a precept issued to him by Edward IV on his resumption of the office of
Lord Deputy, the King gave explicit instructions for the Irish coinage:67

Parliament Roll 16 & 17 Edward IV, 21; Morrissey 1939, 490.
O’Neill 1988, 424−6.
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Dolley 1972, 31.
65
In addition to the many people of Galway who still bear the name, Lynch’s castle, a medieval townhouse from around
1500, and Lynch’s window, a memorial to the original from which it is said a Lynch was lynched in the late fifteenth century, are
well-known sights in Galway city today.
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… the Kyng will … that the Maister of the Mint work his cuinage only within the Castle of Dyvelen … touching
the fynesse it be according to the standard of England … that all and every of the peces to be coyned ber a notable
difference on eyther side, on the cross side a Rose, and upon the pile side a notable difference of the [device] easy to
be known to every body, according to suche prints as ben delivered unto the Maister of the Mint here.

This passage has been cited as evidence for the dating of the Cross-on-Rose coinage, traditionally
assigned to the early 1460s, to 1478/9 instead. However, in the author’s view the most reasonable reading of this passage is that it specifies a rose-on-cross motif, as borne by the Suns and
Roses coinage, rather than a cross-on-rose. Furthermore, it specifies that the rose should
appear on the reverse (the trussel, the less elaborate half of the die bearing the mint signature
which took the blow in the minting process, the opposite side to the pile). However, in the
Cross-on-Rose coinage, Edward’s name and title appear on the same side as the cross-on-rose
motif, which is therefore the pile. Finally, the reverse of the Cross-on-Rose coinage bears a
radiant sun; it seems improbable that the defining device of the hated doubles would have
been revived by the Dublin mint within ten years of its condemnation and demonetisation. It
seems more probable that such a device was instead introduced to the Irish coinage soon after
the event which led to its adoption by Edward IV, the appearance of sundogs with the dawn
before the battle of Mortimer’s Cross in February 1461. The author thus subscribes to the
traditional view that this passage refers to the Suns and Roses coinage, and that, following
Ellis,68 the Cross-on-Rose issue should be attributed to Thomas Barby, sometime between the
battle of Towton in March 1461 (after which the king’s name was known with sufficient
certainty to be committed to coin), and Barby’s replacement by Lynche, for the first time, in
February 1463.
The weight standard of the Suns and Roses coinage was specified by the king to be the same
as the light coinage of 1473, at 32 Troy grains to the groat. At the time, Galmole was still
mintmaster,69 a position he held until 5 October 1479, when Lynche was once again re-appointed by patent from Edward IV.70 His appointment was confirmed by an act of parliament
in early February 1480,71 where the weight standard specified by the king was reduced slightly
to 4 shillings and 10 pence to the Tower ounce, or 31 Troy grains to the groat, equivalent to a
penny of 0.50 grams. Interestingly, the 1480 act placed no restrictions on the location of mint
activities; the restriction of this coinage to Dublin was at the personal command of the king.
On 18 May 1480, James Keyting (the same who had shut Dublin Castle in the face of Henry
Grey) was appointed master of the mint.
Coin 23 is an example of the commonest type of
Suns and Roses penny,72 of type S-3. This is one of
the commonest issues of the entire series, with over
100 specimens known to Burns. It seems that once
again the Dublin mint must have stepped up production in this period, to compensate for the closure of
the regional mints. A similar, but somewhat less
common type – with the suns and roses interchanged
at either side of the crown and neck – has also been Fig. 11. Coin 23: Suns and Roses penny,
summer 1479−May 1480, Galmole/Lynche
catalogued by Burns as his type S-2. The majority of
the S-2 pennies are from the same portrait punch as coin 23, but some (scarce) examples are
from a different portrait punch, and also have mullets in the place of the suns on the reverse.
The Burns plate coin for S-2 is of the scarce type. Some coins have one or two mullets in place
of the sun(s) on the obverse; coin 23 has one to the right of the crown, and appears quite
similar to coin 14; this stylistic similarity has already been remarked upon by Burns.
The reverse design of these pennies is in accordance with the king’s command, and is also
prefigured in Galmole’s instructions for the engraving of the new great seal at Grey’s p
 arliament
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Ellis 1978, 21.
His appointment in Grey’s parliament was confirmed by an unenrolled statute in December 1478: Connolly 2002, 320.
Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1476−85, 164.
Parliament Roll 19 & 20 Edward IV, 28; Morrissey 1939, 746−7.
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of 1478. On the reasonable assumption that the king’s
instructions for the coinage were implemented by
Galmole on receipt in summer 1479, then the initial
design of the coinage should be attributed to him;
since he would have been in charge of production for
only a few months before Lynche’s re-appointment in
October, it is tempting to speculate that the S-2 pennies from the scarcer portrait punch should be attribFig. 12. Coin 24: Suns and Roses penny, uted to Galmole, and the S-2 and S-3 issues from the
post-May 1480, Keyting
commoner punch to Lynche. In any event, the S-2
and S-3 Suns and Roses issues as a whole are dated
here to the period from summer 1479 to May 1480,
when Keyting assumed the mastership.
Coin 24 is an example of a scarcer type of Suns and Roses penny, type S-4, of very different
style. It weighs 0.44 g. It is ascribed to the period after May 1480, when Keyting was master.
Given his existing positions as Prior of the Knights Hospitalers and Constable of Dublin
Castle, the punch or dies are unlikely to have been his personal work, but rather that of some
undermaster whose name is unrecorded.
The remaining Dublin Suns and Roses penny types catalogued by Burns, S-1, S-5 and S-6,
are rare, and all have a single large rose on the reverse. Their stylistic similarity to the Suns and
Roses issue of Drogheda, discussed below, which can be dated unambiguously to 1483, suggests that these issues should be assigned to 1482 or early 1483.
The Irish portrait pennies of Edward V and Richard III
On 7 March 1483 Galmole was re-appointed mintmaster by Edward IV, ‘within the cities of
Dublin and Waterford’.73 His indenture of 1483 with the king – presumably coincident with
his re-appointment – displays Edward’s increasing suspicion of even his most trusted mintmaster.74 Galmole was authorised to strike pennies and halfpennies only, and the indenture
recorded that The … maister hath vndertake afore our seid souraigne lord the kyng in his
Chauncery, and there hath made bodily othe vppon the holy Evangelist to make the same money
vnder the parelle & fourme that foloweth. The indenture went on to specify what is unmistakeably the design of the three crowns coinages: with the kynges Armes on the oon side, vppon a
Crosse treyfolded on eury ende, and with this scripture, (Rex Anglie & Francie) and on the other
side the Armes of Irelond vppon a like crosse, with this scripture (Dns Hibernie). The indenture
specified that the dies for the issue should be made in the Tower, and that the weight of the
issue should be according to the English standard of 48 grains to the groat, or a penny of 0.78
grams. In line with his patent, it described Galmole as maister and werker of his [Edward’s]
money of Siluer … in his Citees of Develyn and Waterford. By implication, production was
restricted to those locations.
On 9 April 1483 Edward IV died, and his son was proclaimed Edward V. The boy king
reigned only until 26 June, when his uncle Richard III took the throne; Richard was crowned
on 6 July. He immediately turned his attention to the Irish mint, and on 16 July appointed
Galmole mintmaster.75 On 18 July he issued a ‘Proclamation touching the Irish coinage’.76 It
decried the grete clamor, grugge, and complaints made in England about the Irish coinage, for
discording both in weight and in allay from the English standard, and the which for lak of
expresse difference that shuld have be graved upon the same, hath be ignorantly received here …
which … by subtill and crafty means of coveties persons … is like to bring this our royalme … to
extreme poverte and desolacion’. It proceeded to: woll and charge you, and everie of you … in the
73
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straytest wise … ye see and provide that on … every piece of sylver to be coigned herafter within
our … land of Irland, ther be printed … on the one side the armes of England, and on the other
side iij corones; damning and utterly destroying all the stamps and irons … wherewith the sylver
coignes of that our land hath hiderto be made and stryken at any place or time. All power or
authority to coin was revoked, except at Dublin and Waterford; and to emphasise the seriousness of the matter, Richard demanded an immediate written report from the authorities in
Ireland, requiring that ye certifie us and our counsaill, by writing from you in all spede possible,
how ye shall have put you in devoir touching the premisses.
Two penny portrait punches are now known to have existed, one of Dublin and one of
Drogheda, which were used to make penny dies in the names of both Edward and Richard.
The Dublin punch has been identified by Burns; the Drogheda punch is identified as such for
the first time here. Each is now discussed in turn.
The Dublin punch was used to make portrait pennies, with the reverse of the old cross and
pellet type, with quatrefoil, in the names of both Edward and Richard. Numerous examples
are illustrated in Burns’s book (3rd edition and later) with the unique example which is clearly
in the name of Edward attributed therein to Edward V; the ones in the name of Richard must
date to the short period between news reaching Ireland of his accession to the throne, and the
implementation of his proclamation of 18 July.77 The specimen in the name of Edward bears
no obverse marks, while those in the name of Richard have annulets by neck; there are also
two known specimens with pellets by neck, but an indistinct name. Most unusually, but in line
with Galmole’s patent, there are only pennies, and no groats, known from this issue. Burns’s
attribution of the Edward specimen to Edward V, rather than Edward IV, is the only choice
consistent with the documentary evidence cited above. For example, it is simply inconceivable
that Galmole could have produced this penny during the reign of Edward IV, as to do so
would have required him to break his oath, sworn in the presence of the king, immediately
upon his arrival in Ireland. More generally, Edward IV’s policy of requiring a ‘notable difference’ in the Irish coinage was of four years’ standing in 1483, and was clearly strongly held, as
his plans for the three crowns coinage laid out in Galmole’s indenture re-iterate. The Dublin
mint workers must have been very well aware of this. There is no evidence of any other reason
why they should have suddenly cast off and abandoned this policy, other than that they
received news of Edward’s death.78 Any attempt to attribute the Edward penny from this
punch to Edward IV must instead explain the sudden and unprovoked open defiance of the
king’s direct command by the mint staff of Dublin Castle, at the heart of his Irish administration, with, at the very least, the connivance of the mintmaster, in breach of his oath. On the
principle that an attribution consistent with legal mint activity in the Pale or Waterford is
more probable than one which invokes illegal mint activity, the Edward penny from this punch
should be attributed to Edward V. It is unclear whether Galmole’s patent would have still been
recognised after Edward IV’s death, and so it is unclear whether the issue should be attributed
to him.
The Drogheda punch was used to make dies for Suns and Roses pennies, in the style of the
late Dublin issues current at the death of Edward IV, with a single large rose on the reverse.
Coin 25 is a penny in the name of Edward, and is attributed here to the reign of Edward V; it
weighs 0.56 g. It is one of four specimens from this obverse die known to the author.79 The
portrait is notably crude, and the coin bears every indicator of a hastily improvised, opportunistic issue; the ‘H’ of the obverse legend has been double-punched, to correct for the first

77
It seems most unlikely that the direct command of a new, assertive and clearly angry king would have been defied by the
mint workers in Dublin Castle, or of Drogheda. It is therefore the author’s view that neither this nor the Drogheda punch survived the summer of 1483.
78
The policy of the notable difference was that of Edward personally, and was never mentioned by the Irish parliament;
thus the mint workers were under no legal constraint, beyond the king’s personal command, in implementing it.
79
The others are Dix Noonan Webb auction, 28 Sept. 2005, lot 1216 (also illustrated in Spink auction 27 June 2007, lot 286);
Spink auction 1 Dec. 2010, lot 985; and Burns 2016, 80. The first two are from the same reverse die; the Burns plate coin is from
a different reverse die.
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25

26

Fig. 13. Coins 25−6: Edward V Suns and Roses penny of Drogheda, April−June 1483; and Richard III Suns and
Roses penny of Drogheda, same punch, July 1483

attempt transgressing on the circle of pellets. The groats of the issue are similarly crude. It is
difficult to tell if the reverse rose and the ‘A’ in the reverse legend of coin 25 are likewise
double-punched, or if the reverse as a whole has been double-struck. If the latter then this
coin is likely a second specimen from the same reverse die as the Burns plate coin; if the
former, it is a third reverse die used with this obverse die. Coins from a second obverse die
from this punch in the name of Edward exist, with four roses on the obverse instead of the
suns and roses of coin 25. The letters of the obverse legend of the four-roses die are placed
correctly; on the grounds that the first obverse die of a novice engraver is likely to be more
botched than the second, the four-roses die is likely the later of the two. Coin 26 is a penny in
the name of Richard,80 from the same punch; it is one of three specimens in the name of
Richard known to the author, all from the same dies.81 This specimen also weighs 0.56 g, a
high weight for a Suns and Roses penny. In addition to the portrait, the suns and small roses
on the obverse, the large reverse rose, and (at least) the letters A and D, are from the same
punches on the dies in the names of both Edward and Richard. Some of the groats in the
name of Richard were struck from dies where the name was overpunched on a die of Edward.
Clearly the issue as a whole was of short duration, and proceeded continuously across the
reign change from Edward V to Richard III. For the pennies, two obverse and at least four
reverse dies were used in the name of Edward, versus one of each in the name of Richard. For
the groats, Carlyon-Britton recorded 4 obverse and at least 3 reverse dies in the name of
Edward, and again only one of each in the name of Richard.82 The last Edward die was also
modified during its period of use to the name of Richard. All the groats the author has seen
are from the same portrait punch. The ratio of Edward to Richard dies suggests the Edward
issue lasted around three to four times longer than that of Richard; the evidence of the coins
also suggests that the issue in the name of Richard came to an abrupt halt, doubtless as a
result of Richard’s proclamation, within the lifetime of one set of penny dies. It has been
suggested, on the evidence of a statute of the Irish parliament of 1484,83 that the Drogheda
Suns and Roses issue might have been the work of Germyn Lynche; but the statute, marking
Lynche’s final downfall (he must have been at least in his sixties), in fact contains no real
evidence of this. The activities which are condemned are described as: Que come de jour en
aultre est moulte contreue et faultz mone et cune saunz loiall auctorite fait sibien par Germyn
Lynche tarde coignour en et bien pres lez parties de Waterford come par diversez irrois kerdes en
cestz parties et aillours deins cest terre … (that whereas daily much counterfeit and false money
and coin is made without lawful authority, both by Germyn Lynche, late coiner in and very
near the parts of Waterford, and by various Irish kerdes in those parts and elsewhere in this
land). Furthermore, a comparison of the botched work of coin 25 with coins 12−14, 19, and
23, should be enough to dispel any notion that the Drogheda Suns and Roses coins were made
by Lynche.

Found in Yorkshire, PAS: YORYM-E6C841.
One specimen is in the National Museum of Ireland and illustrated by Dolley 1972, 30; the other is Skingley 2015, 156,
no. 6408.
82
Carlyon-Britton 1941.
83
Parliament Roll 1 Richard III, 14; Connolly 2002, 22.
80
81
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Whoever produced them, the Drogheda pennies of Richard must date to the same tight
window as the Dublin portrait issue, as they would have fallen foul of Richard’s proclamation,
which proscribed all mint activity outside of Dublin and Waterford, on geographical grounds;
these rare coins are the last ever issue from the Drogheda mint. The precise dating of the
pennies in the name of Edward of this issue has not been the subject of much scrutiny to date.
Their attribution to Edward IV requires that a mint would have been allowed to suddenly start
operating, within the Pale, in direct and open defiance of Edward IV’s personal command of
1479, and his patent and indenture with Galmole of 1483. Just as for the prescription for the
design of the Irish coinage, the restriction of mint activity to Dublin was at the personal

command of the king; with the exception of the extension of authorization to Trim by Grey’s
parliament in 1478, the Irish parliament had been silent on the matter since 1475, when the
mints of Dublin, Waterford and Drogheda were authorised. It is therefore consistent with the
documentary evidence that, having recognised its opportunity on receiving news of the death
of Edward IV, and considering itself freed from his personal prohibition, the Drogheda mint
would have re-started its operations on the legal authority of the statute of 1475. On the basis
that this is a better explanation of the facts than the mint re-starting within the Pale before
Edward IV’s death, in open defiance of his commands and within easy reach of his vengeance,
the pennies in the name of Edward from this punch are attributed here to the reign of Edward
V. This attribution is consistent not just with the documentary evidence, but also with both the
absolute number and the observed ratio of Edward/Richard dies of both pennies and groats,
as well as the evidence of continuity of punch and die usage across the change in king’s name
from Edward to Richard, and the rarity of extant specimens. Carlyon-Britton proposed that
all Suns and Roses coins in the name of Edward should be attributed to Edward V;84 the
author agrees with this view for the Suns and Roses issue of Drogheda, but not of Dublin.
Summary and outlook
Table 1 summarizes the chronology for this series, as proposed or reviewed above. This chronology has been argued to be the best fit between the coins and the surviving documentary
evidence. While the focus of this article has been on pennies, there is no obstacle in principle
to undertaking the same sort of punch analysis of the groats of the period. There is greater
practical difficulty, given the relative scarcity of groat specimens, and the absence of a catalogue as comprehensive as Burns has provided for the pennies.
TABLE 1. Summary of the chronology
Portrait punch
Burns A, B, C; coins 1−5

Date

Mintmaster

Autumn
Lynche; dies from the Tower
1465−December 1467 		
Coins 6, 7
Autumn
Lynche; dies from the Tower
1465−December 1467 		
Doubles halfgroats
December 1467−
Barby, Grampe, Keyn?
November 1470		
Coins 8−10
November 1470−
Barby, Grampe, Keyn
December 1472		
Coin 11
September 1472−
Unknown undermaster,
March 1473
replacing Keyn
Burns G at Drogheda or
January 1473−July 1473
Lynche
Trim; at Dublin with 			
suns by crown; coins
12, 13
Burns G, with mullets by July 1473−August 1474
Lynche
crown; coin 14
Burns F; coin 15
August 1474−July 1475
Heron

84

Carlyon-Britton 1941.

Mints
Dublin, Drogheda,
Trim, Waterford
Dublin, Drogheda,
Waterford
Dublin, Drogheda,
Trim
Dublin, Drogheda,
Trim
Dublin
Dublin, Drogheda,
Trim
Dublin
Dublin
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Burns H; coin 16
July 1475−May 1477
Possibly Heron, July 1475−
		
January 1476
Burns I; coins 17, 18
July 1475−May 1477
Possibly Brentwood, January
		
1476−May 1477
Local issues of Waterford July 1475−May 1477
?
Burns G at Waterford; at May 1477−September 1478 Lynche
Dublin with saltires by
neck; coin 19
Burns E; coins 20, 21
September 1478−
Galmole
summer 1479		
Local issue of Trim,
November 1478−
?
coin 22
summer 1479
Burns S-2, S-3; coin 23
Summer 1479−May 1480 Galmole, Lynche
Burns S-4; coin 24
May 1480−1482
Keyting
Burns S-1, S-5, S-6
1482−3
Keyting
Burns Du-2(EV), in the
April−June 1483
Galmole?
name of Edward
Burns Du-17(R), in the
July 1483
Galmole?
name of Richard
Coin 25, in the name
April−June 1483
?
of Edward
Coin 26, in the name
July 1483
?
of Richard

Dublin, Drogheda
Dublin, Drogheda
Waterford
Dublin, Waterford
Dublin, Drogheda,
Trim, Waterford
Trim
Dublin
Dublin
Dublin
Dublin
Dublin
Drogheda
Drogheda
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